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Preparing for the

unexpected; dealing

with uncertainty.

Focusing on

one aspect of

resilience at a

time.

Cities are

cooperating

with

Universities.

Education

working as a

leverage to

research.

Using

resilience

indices.

Research, Education and Practice

are already cooperating towards a

more resilient future. However,

while Education and Practice are

easier to bridge, bridging Research

and Practice is more difficult.

Boundary-crossing solutions

involve smartly using different

disciplines, scales, sectors,

international networks, and the

bilateral adoption of methods.

There are certainly not one but several

missing pieces of the puzzle, which

can be located within each domain and

especially at the interface between

domains. Awareness and evidence of

the long-term importance of resilience

are key missing pieces.

The real-world impact of these

solutions deal with empowering

citizens, delivering Practice with

figures supporting argumentation for

resilience, and the optimization of

joint efforts towards STE systems.

Understanding the

core of what

resilience is (this is a

practice not a quest

to find a single

definition).

Citizen

empowerment.

Cost-benefit

analyses of projects

that are difficult to

monetise.

There is a link

between education

and practice. Linking

practice to research

is more challenging:

research is not fast

enough.

Time lag

between

Research and

Practice.

Making smart

choices when

bridging

disciplines,

scales, sectors...

Different programmes

joining forces to

develop smart

solutions to become a

resilient city.

Knowing what

landscape will

we have in 30

years from

now.

International

city networks

allowing cities

to learn with

each other.

Focusing on 1

criteria: efficiency

(CBA and MCA).

Optimized and

more efficient

initiatives

around

resilience.

Full adaptation

of the whole

city area:

private and

public areas.Deep-dive

sessions

together!

Resilience

being a new

(shared) lens;

a new

capacity.

Working at the

district level

instead of the

whole city

(which can be

overwhelming).

Patience.

Education can help

reaching other

disciplines and

extend networks.

Pre-work in

education for

resilience.

There are scientific

breakthroughs

motivated by a

different disciplines:

a discipline can

contribute to an

adjacent discipline.

Integrating and

engaging: adopting

methods from other

disciplines, not just

collaborate with

them.

'Adopting' an

idea/RE lenses

occurs in

incremental

steps.

Providing to

practice metrics

demonstrating why

resilience is

important.

Lack of awareness

and priority about

including

resilience in the

agenda.

Fragmented

funding.

Citizen

empowerment

is still difficult

in practice.


